Abstract. A ring R is called left weakly np− injective if for each non-nilpotent element a of R, there exists a positive integer n such that any left R− homomorphism from Ra n to R is right multiplication by an element of R. In this paper various properties of these rings are first developed, many extending known results such as every left or right module over a left weakly np− injective ring is divisible; R is left seft-injective if and only if R is left weakly np-injective and RR is weakly injective; R is strongly regular if and only if R is abelian left pp and left weakly np− injective. We next introduce the concepts of left weakly pp rings and left weakly C2 rings. In terms of these rings, we give some characterizations of (von Neumann) regular rings such as R is regular if and only if R is n− regular, left weakly pp and left weakly C2. Finally, the relations among left C2 rings, left weakly C2 rings and left GC2 rings are given.
Introduction
Throughout R denotes an associative ring with identity, and all modules are unitary. We write R M and M R to indicate a left and right R−module, respectively. For any nonempty subset X of a ring R, r(X) and l(X) denote the right annihilator of X and the left annihilator of X, respectively. If X = {a}, we usually abbreviate it to l(a) and r(a). As usual, J(R), Z l (R), N (R), N 2 (R) and E(R) denote the Jacobson radical, the left singular ideal, the set of all nilpotent elements, the set of all non-nilpotents and the set of all idempotent elements of R, respectively. As a generalization of AP − injective rings (cf. Page and Zhou, (1998) ) np− injective rings (cf. Ming, (1983)), we introduced the notion of left weakly np− injective modules, that is, left R− module M is weakly np− injective if for each a ∈ N 2 (R), there exists a positive integer n such that any left R− homomorphism from Ra n to M is right multiplication by an element of M . If R R is left weakly np− injective, then R is called a left weakly np− injective ring, which is a generalization of left Y J− injective rings (cf. Chen and Ding, (1999) ). Some important results which are known for p− injective rings (cf. Nicholson and Yousif, (1995) ) and np− injective rings were shown to hold for right weakly np− injective rings.
An important source of left C2 rings is given by Nicholson and Yousif in Nicholson and Yousif, (2001) , and in Wei and Chen, (2007) and (2008) , left N C2 rings are introduced, which is a generalization of left C2 rings. In this note, we introduce left W C2 rings, that is, a ring R is left W C2 if for any projective principally left ideal Ra with a ∈ N 2 (R), Ra = Re for some e ∈ E(R). The connections among left W C2 rings, left F GF rings and quasi-Frobenius rings are considered, which generalize the Theorem 4.5 and Theorem 4.6 of Nicholson and Yousif, (2001) .
(von Neumann) regular rings have been studied extensively by many authors. It is well known that a ring R is regular if and only if every left R−module is p−injective. Recently, Ding and Chen, (1999) showed that a ring R is regular if and only if every left R−module is Y J−injective. In this paper, we show that R is regular ring if and only if N 1 (R) = {0 ̸ = a ∈ R | a 2 = 0} is regular and every left R-module is left weakly np−injective.
Weakly np-injective rings and modules Theorem 2.1. The following conditions are equivalent for a ring R:
(1) R is a left weakly np-injective ring.
(2) For any a ∈ N 2 (R), there exists n ∈ Z + such that rl(a n ) = a n R. (3) For any a ∈ N 2 (R), there exists n ∈ Z + such that b ∈ a n R for any b ∈ R, whence l(a n ) ⊆ l(b). (4) For any a ∈ N 2 (R), there exists n ∈ Z + such that b ∈ a n R for any b ∈ R, whence l(a n )b = 0. Call an idempotent e of R is left weakly corner element if ReN = N for any left R− submodule N of Re. Clearly any central idempotent of a ring R is left weakly corner element. Let e ∈ E(R) such that ReR = R, then e is also a left weakly corner element of R.
Theorem 2.2. Let R be a left weakly np-injective ring with e ∈ E(R).
If e satisfies one of the following conditions, then S = eRe is left weakly np− injective.
(1) e is a left weakly corner element of R.
Since R is left weakly np-injective, by Theorem 2.1, there exists n ∈ Z + such that r R l R (a n ) = a n R. We claim that r S l S (a n ) = a n S. Let x ∈ r S l S (a n ), then l S (a n ) ⊆ l S (x). For any y ∈ l R (a n ), then ya n = 0, so we have eRyea n = 0. Therefore eRye ∈ l S (a n ) and so eRyx = eRyex = 0 because l S (a n ) ⊆ l S (x). Since e is left weakly corner element, Ryx = Ryxe = ReRyxe = ReRyx = ReRyex = 0. Hence y ∈ l R (x) and so l R (a n ) ⊆ l R (x). Therefore x ∈ r R l R (x) ⊆ r R l R (a n ) = a n R. Since x = xe, x ∈ a n Re = a n eRe = a n S. Therefore r S l S (a n ) = a n S. (2) and (3) follow from (1) .
2
An element a ∈ R is called left regular if l(a) = 0. We have the following theorem.
Theorem 2.3. Let R be a left weakly np-injective ring. Then
(1) Any left regular element of R is right invertible. 
. By Theorem 2.1, there exists a positive integer n such that rl(c n ) = c n R. This shows that R = c n R which proves (1).
(
Hence M = M c and we show that M is divisible. Similarly, we can show that any left R-module is divisible.
(4) Let P = Rc, c ∈ R, be a non-zero reduced principal left ideal. Since c 2 ∈ N 2 (R) and R is left weakly np-injective, there exists a positive integer n such that
2n b for some b ∈ R, which implies c = cdc, where d = c 2n−2 b (P being reduced), whence P is generated by the idempotent e = dc. Also, for any a ∈ R, (ae − eae) 2 = 0 implies ae = eae, whence (1 − e)Re = 0. Therefore (1 − e)R ⊆ R(1 − e) which establishes the last part of (4) .
exact) is said to be weakly pure if it has one of the following two equivalent properties:
) It is easy to see that these are equivalent respectively to (1 
As a corollary we have On the other hand, we also have the following theorem. A ring R is called left zero-divisor power if, for each 0 ̸ = a ∈ R, l(a n ) = l(a) for all positive integer n satisfying a n ̸ = 0. 
Clearly, left injective modules are left weakly injective. If R R is left weakly injective, we call R is left weakly injective ring.
Lemma 2.10. Let R be a left weakly np− injective ring. If
Since R is left weakly np− injective, there exists a d ∈ R such that ud = 1 by Theorem 2.3. Let e = du, then e 2 = e and Ru = Re, so we have
The following theorem is a generalization of Nicholson and Yousif, (1995, Theorem 1.3).
Theorem 2.11. Ring R is left seft-injective if and only if R is left weakly npinjective and left weakly injective.
Proof. We only show "if" part, in other word, we show that
The next theorem extends Chen and Ding, (1999, Theorem 3.1).
Theorem 2.12. Let R be a semiprime left weakly np− injective ring. Then every maximal left (respectively, right) annihilator is a maximal left (respectively, right)
ideal of R which is generated by an idempotent.
with ac is idempotent. So we can assume that a = e is an idempotent. To see L is a maximal left ideal, we show that Re is a minimal left ideal of R. Since R is semiprime, it suffices to show that eRe is a division ring. ( 
Recall that a ring R is directly finite if and only if R/J(R) is directly finite if and only if every left R− epic: R −→ R is monic. (1) R is directly finite.
If R is also a local ring, then also equivalent to
. By hypothesis and Proposition 3.
. Then a ̸ = 0 and l(a) = 0. By hypothesis and Proposition 3.2(1), there exists a d ∈ R such that ad = 1. Hencē ad =1 in R/Z l (R), and sodā =1 by (2). Then we have da = 1 + y, where Proof. Let a ∈ N 2 (R) and e ∈ E(R) such that Ra ∼ = Re. Then, clearly, there exists an idempotent g ∈ R such that a = ga and l(a) = l(g). Since R is left weakly np− injective, rl(a n ) = a n R for some n ≥ 1 by Theorem 2.1. If R is a left zero-divisor power ring, l(a n ) = l(a). Now we assume that R is an abelian ring. Let x ∈ l(a n ), then xa n−1 ∈ l(a) = l(g). Hence xa n−1 = xga n−1 = xa n−1 g = 0, so we have x ∈ l(a n−1 ). Repeating the above process, we have x ∈ l(a). Hence l(a n ) = l(a). However, we have gR = rl(g) = rl(a) = rl(a n ) = a n R ⊆ aR = gaR ⊆ gR, this shows that gR = aR. Therefore R is left W C2. The following theorem is a generalization of Nicholson and Yousif, (2001, Theorem 4.6).
Theorem 3.7. R is a left CEP ring if and only if R is a left

Theorem 3.8. R is a quasi-Frobenius ring if and only if R is a strongly left Johns left W C2 ring.
Proof. =⇒ It is obvious by Nicholson and Yousif, (2001, Theorem 4.6).
⇐= By hypothesis, and using theorem 3. 
Corollary 3.9. R is a quasi-Frobenius ring if and only if R is a strongly left Johns left np− injetive ring.
By Proposition 3.5, we yield the following corollary.
Corollary 3.10. Let R be an abelian ring. Then R is a quasi-Frobenius ring if and only if R is a strongly left Johns left weakly np− injetive ring.
Theorem 3.11. Let R be a directly finite left weakly np− injective ring, then:
(J), then R is left Noetherian if and only if R is left artinian.
Proof. 
Hence there exists a positive integer n such that J n ⊆ Soc( R R), and so J n+1 ⊆ JS l = 0. By (2) R is a semilocal ring, and so R is a semiprimary ring. Hence R is left artinian. 
Proposition 3.12. Suppose R is a left finite embedded, left minsymmetric ring. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) R is a right Kasch ring.
Weakly pp rings and weakly regular rings
Call a ring R left weakly almost pp if, for each a ∈ N 2 (R), l(a) is generated by a family idempotents e i , i ∈ I of R, that is l(a) = Σ i∈I Re i , and R is said to be left weakly pp if, for each a ∈ N 2 (R), Ra is projective as left R− module, or equivalently, l(a) = Re for some e 2 = e ∈ R. Clearly left pp rings are left weakly pp and left weakly pp rings are left weakly almost pp. According to Wei and Chen, (2007) , a ring R is called left N P P if for any a ∈ N (R), Ra is projective as left R− module. 
Theorem 4.1. (1) R is a left pp ring if and only if R is a left N P P ring and left weakly pp ring.
Proof. (1) is obvious.
(2) Similar to Theorem 2.1 of Wei and Chen, (2008) .
Next, let a ∈ N 2 (R) and let {e i |i ∈ I} are the set of all idempotents containing in l(a). Clearly, l(a) = Σ i∈I Re i . For any n ≥ 1 and x ∈ l(a n+1 ), then xa n ∈ l(a). By (b), there exists a e ∈ E(R) such that e ∈ l(a) and xa n = exa n = xa n e. Clearly, xa n e = xea n = 0 because R is abelian. Hence xa n = 0 and so x ∈ l(a n ). This implies that l(a n ) = l(a n+1 ) for any positive integer n. Finally we assume that y ∈ l(a), then there exists a e 2 = e ∈ l(a) such that y = ye = ey. Hence ay = aey = eay = 0, so we have y ∈ r(a). Therefore l(a) ⊆ r(a).
(c) =⇒ (d) Let a ∈ N 2 (R) and x ∈ l(a) ∩ Ra. Then xa = 0 and x = ba for some
The following theorem is similar to Chen and Ding, (2001, Theorem 2.9).
Theorem 4.2. Let R be a ring, then the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) R is a left weakly pp left np− injective ring. Recall that a ring R is strongly regular if for any a ∈ R, a ∈ a 2 R. It is well known that R is a strongly regular if and only if R is an abelian ring and regular ring. On the other hand, R is regular if and only if R is left pp and left C2. Hence by theorem 3.4 and Proposition 3.5, we have: According to Chen and Ding, (2001) , an element a of a ring R is called generalized Π− regular if there exists a positive integer n such that a n = a n ba for some (2), (1) =⇒ (3) =⇒ (4) =⇒ (5) =⇒ (6) and (3) =⇒ (7) are evident.
(2) =⇒ (1) Let 0 ̸ = a ∈ R. If a is nilpotent, then there exists a minimal positive integer n such that a n = 0 and a n−1 ̸ = 0. If n = 2, then a ∈ N 1 (R) and so a is regular. If n > 2, then a n−1 is regular, Hence a is generalized Π− regular. Hence we can assume that a is not nilpotent. Since R is left weakly np− injective, there exists a positive integer m such that rl(a
Hence a m R = (1 − e)R and so a is Π− regular. Therefore, we always have a is generalized Π− regular.
(6)=⇒ (1) Let 0 ̸ = a ∈ R. If Ra = R, we are done. Hence we can assume that Ra ̸ = R and a is not nilpotent. By (6) , Ra is left weakly np− injective, then there exists a positive integer n such that any homomorphism of Ra n into Ra can be extended to one of R into Ra. Hence there exists a c ∈ R such that a n = a n ca and so a is generalized Π− regular. (1) R is a left weakly pp ring.
Let a ∈ N 2 (R) such that R Ra be projective. Then, clearly, there exists an idempotent e a ∈ R such that a = e a a and l(a) = l(e a ). Hence we can easy yield the following theorem. (1) R is a division ring.
Proof. It is evident that (1) implies (2), which, in turn, implies (3) and (4).
Since R is left uniform ring, l(b) = 0 which implies bc = 1 for some c ∈ R by theorem 2.3. This shows that every maximal right ideal of R is contained in Z l (R), whence R is a local ring with Z l (R) = J(R). Since R is a left F − ring, J(R) 2 = 0 and so J(R) = 0, because R is a semiprime ring. Hence R is a division ring. Left CAM − rings generalize semisimple artinian rings. In Ming, (1983) it is shown that semiprime left CAM -ring R is either semisimple artinian or reduced. If R is also left np− injective, then R is either semisimple artinian or strongly regular ring. We yield the following theorem, because reduced left weakly np− injective ring is left np− injective ring.
Theorem 5.2. The following conditions are equivalent for a ring R:
(1) R is either semisimple artinian or strongly regular. Because R is reduced, ae = ea = 0 and e ∈ r(a) ⊆ M = r(e), a contradiction. Hence M is an essential right ideal of R and so R/M is a singular simple right R− module. By (2) , R/M is flat, then there exists a m ∈ M such that a = ma. But then a = am, because R is reduced. Now we obtain 1 − m ∈ r(a), and so 1 ∈ M , a contradiction. Hence aR ⊕ r(a) = R and then R is a strongly regular ring.
(1) =⇒ (4) =⇒ (5) =⇒ (6) 
